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Below are some ideas that you may wish to incorporate into your weekly meetings:
Secret Code - If a leader designs a secret code by matching up the letters A-Z with a
coloured shape and shares this in advance of the meeting, as part of the meeting the
group can be given different messages to decode to see who can do it in the fastest
time in the fastest time. Then encourage the group after the meeting to create their
own code and secret message and challenge family members to decode.
The World in my Kitchen - Encourage your Cubs to bring 4 or 5 items from their kitchen cupboard. Get the group to look at where each item has come from and mark this
on your world map. How many countries can they tick off between them? You could
also use this activity to test their knowledge on the countries of the world.

Read My Lips—Set a theme and get each member of the group to write down five
words related to the theme. Take it in turns for the group to mute themselves and
see how many words they can lip read in 1 minute.
The Colour Quiz—Get each Cub to get an object or item from home the colour Red,
Yellow, Blue and Green. Eg. A red sock, a yellow toy or a blue marker pen. Using the
quiz card ask each question, give a couple of seconds thinking time, and then give a 5
second count down. Once you reach zero each Cub should hold up the item with the
colour that they think the answer is. The person with the most points wins.
The Yes/No Game - Split the Cubs into 2 groups and number them 1– however many
are in the group. Starting with number 1 ask the Cub 5 questions on the yes/no card.
The Cub is not allowed to say yes or no. If they do, play transfers to the other team.
The aim is to get as many cubs in their team to pass their 5 questions in 1 minute or
until you reach the last cub. The first team to complete the task wins. Every cub must
complete 5 questions without saying yes or no.
Chocolate Game - Who doesn’t love chocolate but can you guess what chocolate bars
these are by simply looking at the inside when cut in half? Use the Power Point
Presentation to help with this.

